AI Solutions Suite
for Work
Reap the beneﬁts of Artiﬁcial Intelligence TODAY.
Rather than later, when it’s no longer a competitive advantage.

Natively integrated with Enterprise Messaging and Collaboration
Proven AI models that solve hitherto unsolved problems at work,
now integrated with your workstream.

01 SPEAK OR TEXT

Ann Lee
I want to invite
Jane Doe

11:10 AM

Andrea

To get things done or to retrieve
information. Cordiaa is integrated with
the same engine that runs Alexa.

Invite Jane Doe as
a member or a guest?
Guest

Member
11:10 AM

BUILD YOUR OWN
02
BOTS

Sarah Davis
Do we have a
customer case study
for children’s
hospitals?

Chatbots that deliver
moment-of-need information required
by a worker when interacting with a
customer, whilst completing a process
or when using an application.

11:10 AM

help.SalesTeam
Sure, we have. Here’s
the case study.
2.5MB

11:10 AM

03 IMAGES, VIDEOS AND EVEN VOUCHERS

Auto-Tag images
and videos with
metadata at scale,
based on the
cognitive content
identiﬁed by the
integrated Computer
Vision models

Catalog, search and
discover your digital
assets with up to 10x
more efﬁciency than
on any other
platform

Extend it to even
your scanned
vouchers and other
single page
documents

04 THE AI SOLUTIONS SUITE
Several proven AI models natively integrated into a chat-based
messaging backbone.
A DIY Bot-Builder on the platform: Business end-users themselves
can build and deploy chatbots that deliver moment-of-need
information at work.
Voice and Natural Language Interface (Conversational AI) across
the platform. Augments the traditional Graphical User Interface.
Based on the same engine that runs Alexa.
Several integrated Computer Vision models that catalogue images,
videos and scanned paper documents at scale based on their
cognitive content. You retrieve these digital assets on Cordiaa at
10X the speed of incumbent applications.
Integrated Neural Machine Translation model that enables
seamless conversations between two people who may not speak
the same language.
Consumer App Experience: Web, iOS, Android. Roll out with zero
training.

CORDIAA CAN MAKE A
05
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT FOR
Information Workers

Sales Teams

Frontline Employees

Support Teams

Field Service Workers

We’re on a mission.
To deliver the beneﬁts of cutting-edge Artiﬁcial Intelligence
to forward-looking customers TODAY.
Rather than later, when AI is mainstream and no longer a
competitive advantage.

We can’t wait to see your work go from Good to Great

The AI Solutions Suite for Work

www.cordiaa.com

